Introduction
Both the Session Initiation Protocol [RFC3261] and the Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol [RFC6120] can be used for the purpose of one-to-one text chat over the Internet. To ensure interworking between these technologies, it is important to define bidirectional protocol mappings.
The architectural assumptions underlying such protocol mappings are provided in [I-D.ietf-stox-core], including mapping of addresses and error conditions. This document specifies mappings for one-to-one text chat sessions (sometimes called "session-mode" messaging); in particular, this document specifies mappings between XMPP messages of type "chat" and the Message Session Relay Protocol [RFC4975] . Mappings for single instant messages and groupchat are provided in separate documents.
The approach taken here is to directly map syntax and semantics from one protocol to another. The mapping described herein depends on the protocols defined in the following specifications: o XMPP chat sessions using message stanzas of type "chat" are specified in [RFC6121]. o SIP-based chat sessions using the SIP INVITE and SEND request types are specified in [RFC4975] .
In SIMPLE, a chat session is formally negotiated just as any other session type is using SIP. By contrast, a one-to-one chat "session" in XMPP is an informal construct and is not formally negotiated: a user simply sends a message of type "chat" to a contact, the contact then replies to the message, and the sum total of such messages exchanged during a defined period of time is considered to be a chat session (ideally tied together using an XMPP <thread/> element as described in Section 5.1 of [RFC6121]). To overcome the disparity between these approaches, a gateway that wishes to map between SIP and XMPP for one-to-one chat sessions needs to maintain some additional state, as described below.
Terminology
The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "NOT RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119] .
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XMPP to MSRP
In XMPP, the "informal session" approach is to simply send someone a <message/> of type "chat" without starting any session negotiation ahead of time (as described in [RFC6121]). The XMPP "informal session" approach maps very well into a SIP MESSAGE request, as described in [I-D.ietf-stox-core]. However, the XMPP informal session approach can also be mapped to MSRP if the XMPP-to-SIP gateway maintains additional state.
Internet-Draft SIP-XMPP Interworking: Chat December 2013 Table 1 : Message syntax mapping from XMPP to SIP
First the XMPP user would generate an XMPP chat message. Upon receiving such a message stanza, the XMPP server needs to determine the identity of the domainpart in the 'to' address, which it does by following the procedures discussed in [I-D.ietf-stox-core]. Here we assume that the XMPP server has determined the domain is serviced by an MSRP server, that it contains or has available to it an XMPP-to-SIP gateway or connection manager (which enables it to speak natively to MSRP servers), and that it hands off the message stanza to the XMPP-SIP gateway.
The XMPP-to-SIP gateway at the XMPP server would then initiate an MSRP session with Romeo on Juliet's behalf (since there is no reliable way for the gateway to determine if Romeo's user agent supports MSRP, it simply needs to guess).
